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INTRO
 Imagine you have access to all the resources you’ll ever need to be a

successful in all areas of your training and achieve any  goal you want.
What would you choose or target to begin moving towards? What do you
really want? Remember give no thought to how you are going to get it. Your
only objective is to clearly define what you want. The average runners mind
is so locked up with limitations that they never permit themselves to go to
this mind place!!
 
As you study this particular phase of goal setting & achieving, you are going
to develop an awareness that deciding what you want and getting want you
want are two completely different subjects. As you begin the process of
deciding what you want, how you are going to get there is irrelevant. Just
know that lawful process for achieving your goal will be clearly explained.
The concepts in this worksheet can effectively be applied to the growth of
your running performance, the effectiveness of your training or personally &
your ongoing athletic development, regardless of age and gender.
 
Before you begin looking at the ABC’s of goal setting, take a close look at
your belief system or the beliefs you hold of yourself.  It appears that there
are guards that have been set by a higher authority to arrest any forward
progress in an athletes performance beyond the persons level of belief.
These guards take their marching orders from the belief system itself, which
is governed by the natural laws of the  universe- ie quantum physics. There
is no growth beyond  the beliefs  that are held.
 
IIF a person attempts to accomplish something beyond their level of
belief the mind will quickly and automatically create ideas or reasons
justifying why it can’t be done, and those ideas will continue to flow
until the project is abandoned. On the other hand, when a person or
group believes something can be done the mind will automatically
begin creating ideas that will pave the path to accomplishment.
 
 
 



“ W H A T  L I E S
B E F O R E  Y O U  A N D

W H A T  L I E S  B E H I N D
Y O U  A R E  T I N Y

M A T T E R S
C O M P A R E D  T O

W H A T  L I E S  W I T H I N
Y O U . ”

E M E R S O N

GOAL  SETT ING
 

A goal is something you are going after that you've never done before
a goal is designed to help you grow, it causes you to to draw something from
yourself that you didnt know was there.
if you know how to reach your goal, the goa is not going to do for you what goals are
designed to do.
If youre really going to accomplish something,youre going to need to be inspired by
going after something you really want, its going to have to come from Soul!

The great secret of progress then lies in Belief. Therefore we must ask and demand answers
to these questions:
 
1. Do I have good, sound reasons for my beliefs?
 
 
2. Where did my beliefs come from?
 
 
3. Would changing my beliefs improve my Training, running performance & Life?
 
 
4. How do I change my beliefs?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As you attempt to answer some of these questions, many of your old views will fall to pieces
 
 
 
Our Beliefs are based on our evaluation of something. Frequently when we evaluate a
situation our belief about that situation will change. Check your beliefs with respect to what
you think you can accomplish in your personal and business life.
 
KEY POINTS

 



N O  P L A C E  I S  E V E R
A S  B A D  A S  T H E Y

T E L L  Y O U  I T ’ S
G O I N G  T O  B E .
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A Type Goals - doing something you already know how to do.

B Type Goals - what you think you can do.

 C Type Goals - your wants. What you really want.

Type C goals come from your fantasies and are originated through the effective use of your

imagination.

 

 

•A goal is something you are going after that you’ve never done before.

•A goal is designed to help you grow, it causes you to draw something from yourself that you

didn’t even know was there.

•If you know how to reach your goal, the goal is not going to do for you what goals are designed

to do.

•If you’re really going to accomplish something, you’re going to need to be inspired by going

after something you really want, it’s going to have to come from inside.

 

 

•Are my current goals making me excited and energized?
•Do my goals belong to me or do they belong to somebody else?
•What do I really, really want?

 

Imagine that you are getting dressed to go to a function where you are going to

be meeting a number of very important people. There will be dinner and

dancing. These are people that you want to leave with a good impression. It goes

without saying, you would not go to this function without paying attention to

your physical appearance and even mentally review the mindset you’d want. The

details of preparing yourself are important. The same is true with the exercises

that have been laid out for you in each lesson. Some of the early exercises in

each lesson may seem trivial. However, they are important insofar as you are

building on them. And if you are taking the time to study the MINDSET program,

you should give the program everything you’ve got, paying attention to every

detail.

1. If someone were to stop you on the street, and ask you, “What is your goal”—

how would you respond? Do you have goals? Are they written down?
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Type C goals are your wants, what you really want. What do you really want?

What is it you would like very much to be, do or have, even though you may feel

it is—for one reason or another—somewhat beyond your reach at the present

time?

Allow yourself to relax and let your imagination wander. Fantasize. Create a

shopping list of your wants. Include personal wants and Professional Wants.

 

As you are fantasizing, do not give one speck of mental energy to how this goal is

going to be accomplished. Do not concern yourself with where the, the time, the

assistance you may require, is going to come from. Attempting to think of “how”

will either limit or destroy the fantasy. Just think of WHAT you want.

From each of these lists of wants, select one that you want more than anything.

It is essential that you choose something special, something you personally feel

very drawn to and is important to you. You must want it—you must really want

it, with your heart and soul. It is also important that the wants you choose are in

harmony. They must not pull you in opposite directions.
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It is very important that you give all of your mental energy to the building of the image of the good

that you desire. Begin to think about these wants as an image in your mind. Write about these

wants existing in your training in the present tense. See yourself in possession of whatever it is you

want.

I am so happy and grateful now that my athletic want has manifested:

(Describe your wants in detail and in the present tense.)

write below here

Now write your goals on your goal card. (You should be able to articulate your goal in once concise

sentence.) Look at your goal card every morning, as often as you can throughout the day, and every

night.

 

 

I’m so happy and grateful now that...
 

 

 

 

How do you feel after setting your goals?

 

 

In the space provided, write 6 action steps you can take right now to move towards your

professional & personal  goal?

 

 

 

 

 

Prioritize these steps in the order you will act on them.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Place your goal card in your wallet, purse or pocket. Call it to mind

several times a day. By thinking about the goals you’ve established

for yourself every morning, many times during the day, and every

night, you begin moving toward it, and bringing it toward you. You

must be able to see yourself on the screen of your mind, already in

possession of the goal, and you must seriously want it. Remember,

the picture that you hold in your mind most often will eventually be

expressed in physical form or circumstance.


